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Copyright Strategies and Policies: Key Components

• Modern national copyright laws

• Membership of International 

Conventions

• Effective enforcement strategies and 

systems

• Building rights management capacity

• Monitoring the social and economic 

impact

• Educating creators and users



The Importance of the Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Treaties

• Legislation
 Minimum Standards
 National Treatment

• Level Playing for the Creative Industries
 Basis for domestic enterprise
 A solid framework for knowledge transfer
 Fair competition between domestic and international 

cultural products

• International Exchanges



International Trade

• Multi-lateral agreements

▪ WTO TRIPs

▪ Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)

• Free Trade Agreements
Countries within the region have been involved in a 
growing number of bilateral and regional preferential 
trade agreements;
FTAs cover an increasing amount of subject matter over 
time, in line with technological progress and absorptive 
capacities; and…………….The stringency of IPRs in FTAs has 
grown….

Intellectual property rights in the Asia-Pacific trade 
context; T. Alexander Puutio & Luca Parisotto; ESCAP; 
December 2015
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The Chinese technology giants

▪ Baidu

▪ Alibaba

▪ Tencent

“The government will add impetus to 
innovation. Enterprises will be encouraged 
to set up platforms and weaving networks 
for innovation. Industrial standards will be 
formulated for the integration of Internet 
and industries, while intellectual property 
rights will be protected.”
Xinhua News Agency, China

“ Content will continue to be the core 
competitiveness of video websites. As video 
copyright management is more and more 
standardised, high quality content copyright 
will bring greater user traffic.” 
China Internet Network Information Center,  
2015 report

“We create more synergy of IPs across domains by bringing to 
the market high-quality IPs in different entertainment formats, 
using our distribution power across PC and mobile. Moving 
forward, we will continue to work across the IP value chain to 
give our users a highly-immersive experience and drive growth 
in mobile games, merchandising and other derivative 
entertainment channels…………”
Leo Yao, President, Cloud Entertainment of Youku Tudou 
(Alibaba)



The Korean Wave: The Legislative Framework

Laws dealing with intellectual property:
• Framework Act on Intellectual Property (2011)
• Patent Act (2013)
• Copyright Act (2013)

Laws associated with the development of different cultural industries:
• Framework Act on the Promotion of Cultural Industries [Act No. 

5927 (2013)]
• Game Industry Promotion Act [Act No. 7941 (2013)]
• Promotion of the Motion Pictures and Video Products Act [Act No. 

7943 (2013)]
• Online Digital Content Industry Development Act [Act No. 6603 

(2013)]
• Act on the Promotion of Newspapers, etc. [Act No. 3979 (2013)]
• Act on the Promotion of Cartoons [Act No. 11311 (2012)]
• Music Industry Promotion Act [Act No. 7942 (2011)]
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A Chinese tech giant tried to buy 
Spotify

Spotify has long been linked with going 
public in the U.S. — it is speculated to 
be preparing for an IPO-less listing next 
year — but it has emerged that the 
company rebuffed the opportunity to 
sell to a major tech name earlier this 
year: Tencent, the Chinese internet giant 
valued at $380 billion.

Tencent is said to have approached 
Spotify with a view to acquiring the 
company to extend its burgeoning music 
business outside of China and Asia, a 
source with knowledge of discussions 
told TechCrunch.

The Grammy Awards dedicate an article about BTS' 
achievements and potential 



Conclusions

• Success depends on instituting policies and 

regulation which provide a framework for knowledge 

sharing, creative enterprise and investment in the 

creative economy

• The framework should be current, effective, focused 

on local conditions and objectives and compatible 

with international norms and standards

• The framework should form a central part of a 

country’s domestic social and economic regulation 

and provide a basis for the development of 

international cultural exchanges and trade


